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THE DENIS-GRUSON SIX-COMPONENT WIND-TUNNEL BALANCB*

INTRODUCTION

The aerodynamic study of a model in the wind tunnel
necessitates, as a rule, the measurement of six components:
the three components of the general resultant and the three
components of the resultant momenta

These six components, measured with respect to a sys-
tem of wind (or tunnel) axes, are as follows: lift, drag,
sideslip$ pitching moment~ rolling moment$ and yawing mo-
ment. (For reasons of clarity the pitching, rolling, and
yawing moments are referred to a system of wind axes and
not to a system fixed in the models)

Thus, to be sui.ta31efor all experimental cases, a
wind-tumael balance must be a%le to measure these six com-
p0ilf312tS.

PARTICUIJAR CHARACTERISTICS OF A3RODYNAM1O FORCES

Quite often the wind-tun~el measurements are beset
with great difficulties because of the very peculiar char-
acteristics of the phenomena in play. Briefly, these
characteristics are:

a) The existence of unstable or trailsientphenomena
with rapid changes {instability of certain ai~
foils at zero lift, multiple and transient re-
gimes (velocities) at high angles, appearanc6
of moments of instability at high angles? alter-
nating turbulent flows etc~);

b) Variationsin the nature of the phenomena, partic-
ularly ill,the case .ofsuccessive experiments
(changes ia air-stream turbulence, response to
unstable phenomena at high angles);

.—-.——------— —-—-.—...—-—-.—..—--—-——--——_----—--——-—-——————
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c) Direct relationship between the forces and the
quite often not very stable speed of the air
stream;

d) Human element,

These factors preclude the idea of using a balance
employing weights or sliding weights or any other balance
of similar characteristics, but favor the use of record-
ing devices with relatively small natural period and con-
current and continuous recording of the loads, angle of
attack, and the air speed~

lfIITD-!i?UNNELBALANCES

The most elementary kind of such a balance consists
in the juxtaposition of the following six balances:

Two balances for the front lift

One balance for the rear lift

Two balances for the drag

One balance fox the sideslip

Hereby the lift and the total drag are obtained by
adding the readings from the corresponding balances; the
rolling moment is obtained by deducting the readings from
the front lift balances, etc.

Unfortunately, the practical disadvantages of such
a balance t“endto its rejection. For example, the loads
in rolling are in the majority of cases sma~l as compared
to the forces of the front lift; nevertheless, they are
measured with the same front lift balances. The relative
instrumental accuracy ip t~us mVch lotverin rolling than
in lift, and certain cbang~s in rolling go~ent may even
pass unnoticed in certqin cases.

These facts have }ed to the attempt of measuring the
rqlling and yawing moq’ents with balanoes operatiag differ-
entially on the front ‘lift wires and the drag wires$ these
balances being suppor$ed by the front lift and the drag
balance,
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The ‘balances employed (Gruson’balance) are of two
types: the simple and the parallelogrkmi

Both types are based Orithe principle of flat springs
with low rate of dkflectio~ (O-4 to 0~01 tire).

T’he‘simple balance (fig. 1) consi’sts o“fa spring R
clamped at one end and actuated at the ofher by the force
to be measured T. This spring has an extension, a rigid
piece P, which forms the amplifying lever. The end of
this piece actuates t~e thin spring r“ (in form of an
arch) which carries the concave mirror M ● The different
parts are linketlby ‘clamps; thus the whole can be shifted
without friction-

Ailoil dashpot with adjustable port is fitted between
the aiiplii’yinglever and t“hebase. The pluilger of this
daslrpot, clamped in the lever, moves in the cylinder with-
out friction; sufficient clearance is provided between the
plunger and the cylinder.

The light beam from a lamp with straight filament is
thro~ilon the concave mirror, and its reflection is photo-
graphed on the recording cylinder (fig. 1).

For the purposes of measuring a force in a certaiil
direction, or even to superpose two balances (parallel
displacement of the balance ,carrie& by the other), the di-
agra-mof the elastic balance.has been modified to give the
balance with elastic parallelogram (fig. 2).

This b.lance consists of two flexible plates R and ‘
TJ\ clamped at their .tio ,ends in SUCh a manner as to ‘f,,owm.
a para~lelogram with clamping piecess Qne”of these cl~.mp-
ing ~ie”ces is integral wit’hthe %ase; the force to be measu-

red- is applied at the others

.,U.nde,rr$.h,e.a.c,t.i~nof the force the plates R and RI
are elastically displaced. in the form of ,an---S~presenting
an inflection point at mid--length.

The stiff piece P- forming the amplifying lever ef-
fects the tangent of the inflection to one of the plates;
as in the “sitip30balance, this piece actuates a secondary
sp~-irv3carr3-ing the concave mirror M ● A dashpot is fit-
ted between piece P and the base.
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Tfi.e G*C*1 tyyq_&%l.ancf3#-T?hisbalance is dtagrammat-.——---——— ...
ically Illustrated in figure 3. It conprises six balances
for measuring the forces and one balance”for speed regula-
tion, a device tor angle-of-attack changes controlled by
electric motor with an electrical system for “recording the
angle-of-attack changes on two drums, and two spot lamps
with straight filament~

!l?hecombination - balance and angle-of-attack chang-
ing device - is mounted on a cast-iroxi base supported by
three jacks and arranged so as to”be readily orientated
about the vertical axis of symmetry of the forward lift
wires. A post fastened to the base carries the clamps of
the drag balance, of the front and rear lift balances~ as
well as the fixed points of the angle-of-attac~k levers.

The drag balance and the front lift balances are on
the parallelogram principle and support the yawing and the
rolling balancest The latter are differentially actuated
by the drag and the fron~ lift wires by means of transverse
bars and small obiique roas. The linkages are ensured
through elastic clamping.

Lastly, in order to promote instrumental accuracy at
low dz’ag’(Gxminimm$ for example) , a very sensitive bal-

ance is automatically co~nected to tlhemain drag I)alaitce;

the two balances then record the drag simultaneously and
at different scales, Starting with a certain drag values
the connection between the two balances is lnterrupted~
leaving the main balance to continue the recording~

At the sides and fastened direct to the base are the
balances for the sideslip and for air-spe6d regulation,
The latter is actuated by means of piano wire and a pad-
dle mounted normalty to the tunnel speed. (The reading of
the speed balance should not be considered as a record of
the air speed but rather as a contro~ of speed unifor’mity~
this uniformity being of

F’
rime importance in the interpre-

tatioilof the recordings.

The incidence-control device consists of two levers
formi~~:-~-~~~~~~~~~~~a~–~=~–~o~-~~ed on ball-bearing joints.
The lower lever, hinged to a fixed point on the post Or

column, is actuated through rack and pinion and an elec-
tric-control motor (motor with regulator).

The upper lever$ engaged through the loweri by means
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of small vertical rods, is linked at the front to the reare.
“lift balance; at the other end it is actuate.d,.by,~,he.,,re.~r
lift wire connected to the model. A convenient device ac-

~: tuating the angle-of-attack mirror is fastened at the
;i hinge of the lower lever.
f

!l?herecording drums and the spot lamps are mounted
on a small pedestal attached by means of a steel tube of
I.argediameter. One drum records the drag with normal
sensitivity, the drag with.great sensitivity, the front
lift, the rear lift, the speed, the setting of the model;
while the other drum registers the yawing mome-nt, the
rolling moment, the sideslip, aildthe setting of’the model.

The druns are simultaneously controlled by the elec-
tric motor; the recordings are conjugated either through
the angle-of-attack recording curves or through stop marks
made by the operator during recording with a special lamp.
Such a balance may, obviously$ be linked to the model
through any system of wires, In the drawing (fig. 4) we
show an especiall~- simple arrangement which has proved
very satisfactory.

The 6.C.1 balance lends itself, moreover, to arrange-
ments which may be valuable. In particular, its angle-of-
attack changing mechanism permits of ready linkage of the
weighed model to a secondary model, !i!hela~ter, fastened
to a separate support (special set of wires) , m?y illfac’~
be actuated by the lower angle-of-attac% lever. [This lever
does not enter in the weighing.) Then the angle-of-attack
changin~ mechanism controls concurrently the setting of
the weighed model (upper lever) and the secondary model
(lower lever) . This arrangement is applicable in the verv
interesting case of tests in plane flow between panels for
the control of guard tips, in biplane tests, in tests on
wings with fuselage, etc.

The polars may also be established with’ this balance
by simply rotating the balance and the upper attachment
points a,bout the vertical axis situated in the plaile of
the fron~ lift wires. This axis is? moreover, realized on
the balance hy a centpring piece fastened below the base-

All controls of the balance are assured through five
push buttons and a reversing switch located along with the
control lamps to the rear of the base. The operation of
the balance for one record is limited to starting the mo-
tors, lighting the lamps, and reverse maneuvers when the
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limit of the angle of attack is reached, (?!hewhole oper-
ation takes from 3 %0 10 mi~ictes~)

This wholly &Vtomatic operation of the balance per-
mits it to ‘be mounted iilan airtight case and to be con-.
trolled.from the outside, which renders it particularly
suitable for high-speed or variable-density wind tunnels
(compressed or rarefied air) ●

CONCLTH1ON

The 6.C.1 balance (fig. 5) is the first f’+llytiuto-
matic “balance assuring a continuous aild simultaneous rec-
ord of the aerodynamic characteristics of ail airfoil i.~i

the wind tun~el (fig. 6) ●

!I!henecessity of simultaneous records is well under-
stood by all who have searched to determine the unstable
phenomena of aerodynarnics9 such as at high Cangles of at-
tack, for example,

The continuous record, only one parameter being vari-
able (angle of a%tackt for instance) , likewise presents an
indis~~utable advai~tage over the l’poi”ntbY pointll measure-
ments wb.ich, no matter how close the experimental points
are, must be Graphically interpolated, which constitutes
a source of error.

~~~~ G.c.1 balance permits very quick wind-tunnel
work with less personnel ‘whichproportionally augments
tileefficiency of the laboratory.

Because of the rapiclityof the measurements a com-
plete pohr (six conpone~ts) requires OnlY about three
minutes of winds that is to saY~ of moti~repo~er~ Which
is of i.nteresifor wiad tunnels with hig’h efficiency, fac-
tors and nay lead to the economical desigilof Iargo-size
wind tuiulelst

Data received from Paris Office, NoA.C.A.

ifational Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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Figure1.. Simplebalance.
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Figure2.- Parallelogrambalance.
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I’Sgure 6.-
Record
of
obaracteri8tica
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